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Guiding Question: 
How can we get everyone to the top 

of their mountain?

Ain’t No Mountain High Enough!



What do we need as a Crew to be successful in Y10?

To succeed in Year 10, we will have to help and communicate with our peers. 

Also to succeed in Year 10, we think the staff should do more group work 
Friends activities, as this will build new connections so that we have more 
people to revise with. 

Tammy



Our biggest challenges so far as a crew

Jessy

Our biggest challenge so far was Covid, being at home and not being able to finish 
the work as best as we would be able to be if we were in class. We overcame this 
by giving motivation to people in our crew who need it and helping with each 
others work.

Callum

 Another thing was having a crew call in the morning to speak about what was 
happening that day, this call set us up for the work we was going to be doing and 
to make sure we were ready. 



Our first week in Year 10 olivia
- what did you find difficult this week?

One thing that was difficult this weeks was getting up in the morning since its very different to the sleep pattern 
we've had for the last six week.

The things that we found enjoyable was the 5k walk and catching up with friends

- What’s one thing you’ve learned this week that will help you as a crew in Y10?

I think being in crew and being able to talk to each other will help.

- Where have character traits been shown by you this week?

We have shown respect and compassion towards each other by helping each other to push through on the 
walk and courage for when we were doing the crew activities outside. 

- Where have character traits been shown by others in your Crew?

On the crew activities day and the walk

- Where have character traits been shown by others in your year group?

I think everyone showed respect on the bus on the way there and back from the 5k walk by not littering on the 
bus.



Character traits

Who has shown: 

- Respect? Alex
- Courage?alex
- Craftsmanship & Quality?alex
- Integrity?alex
- Compassion?alex

Why? Where?because he has pushed himself to be the best person he can be and he stepped out his 
comfort zone. He did this oN the walk and on the crew activities day as he usually isn't very talkative 
but lately he has stepped out his comfort zone and communicated with us.. He was nothing but lovely 
and he showed respect to the whole crew/year. He is a lovely guy and he deserves the world. Once he 
lied but he soon showed integrity and told us his mistake and since then he is nothing but honest. Xx



Crew worries kearan
- What worries do crew have about Year 10?

Mocks scare me because we have to work a lot harder 

- How (as a crew) can you support each other through these?

give good advice  

Help your peers revise on work there are struggling with



Crew Kahlo - our journey
Add pictures, videos etc that show your crew journey from y7 - now!

Year 7                                                                                  Year 8



Crew Kahlo - our journey!

Year 9                                                         Year 10


